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Abstract
This report shows a robust and efficient implementation of a speed-optimized algorithm for object
recognition, 3D real world location and tracking in real time. It details a design that was focused on
detecting and following objects in flight as applied to a football in motion. An overall goal of the
design was to develop a system capable of recognizing an object and its present and near future
location while also actuating a robotic arm in response to the motion of the ball in flight.
The implementation made use of image processing functions in C++, NVIDIA Jetson TX1, Sterolabs’
ZED stereoscopic camera setup in connection to an embedded system controller for the robot arm. The
image processing was done with a textured background and the 3D location coordinates were applied
to the correction of a Kalman filter model that was used for estimating and predicting the ball location.
A capture and processing speed of 59.4 frames per second was obtained with good accuracy in depth
detection while the ball was well tracked in the tests carried out.
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List of abbreviations

ARM: Advanced RISC Machine, is the name for a family of 32- and 64-bit RISC processor
architecture.
eMMC: Embedded Multi Media Card, stands for a type of compact non-volatile memory device
consisting of a flash memory and controller in integrated circuit.
USB: Universal Serial Bus.
RAM: Random Access Memory, a type of volatile memory.
DDR3: Double Data Rate type 3 RAM, is a type of synchronous dynamic RAM.
PRU: Programmable Real Time unit, is a subsystem of a processor that can be programmed to carry
out functions in real time.
GPU: Graphics Processing Unit.
PWM: Pulse Width Modulation
UART: Universal Asynchronous Reciever-Transmitter, a type communication of communication
protocol.
SPI: Serial Peripheral Interface.
I2C: Inter-Integrated Circuit, a type of communication protocol.
CAN: Controller Area Network
CSI: Camera Serial Interface, a type of high speed camera interface for cameras.
GPIO: General Purpose Input Output
CUDA: Refers to a parallel computing and platform and API developed by NVIDIA.
API: Application programming interface.
FOV: Field of VIEW
ROI: Region of interest, a region or part of an image frame that is of particular interest.
V4L: Video for Linux, a driver for video on linux operating systems.
OS: Operating System.
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1 Introduction
The problem of object and depth detection and 3D location often comes up in several fields and is of
vital importance in automated industrial systems, autonomous vehicle control and robotic navigation
and mapping. Many different approaches have been employed in solving the problem with varying
degrees of success in accuracy and speed. This thesis explores an approach that detects an object of
interest in a 3D volume, determines its location and motion path, predicts its future pathway in real
time at a very high frame rate. It also aims at determining appropriate actuation signal required for
controlling a robotic arm in response to the detected object.
This thesis was initiated by Worxsafe AB in the process of creating a new product which is a robotic
goalkeeper. The product required a robotic arm and a sensing system for detecting when shots are
kicked, where the ball is, and predicting the flight path of the ball.
Since the system was meant to detect and act while the ball is still in flight, this created four problems
which are:
1. Robust object detection.
2. Speed-optimized object location in 3D
3. Pathway prediction
4. Arm actuation and control.

In order to solve these four problems in real time, there is need for a process that is deterministic and
fast enough to execute a minimum number of detection and location algorithms in order to achieve an
accurate prediction which is followed by the actuation of the arm within a specific period of time. For
this thesis, the time within which these four problems must have been solved, for each shot kicked,
was set at 0.3 seconds.

Object detection has been well researched and is a problem that can appear simple in a controlled
environment, especially one in which the image processing is not being done at the same pace as the
image capture and where ambient illumination is controlled, steady and suitable. However, in a
situation in which the object detection is to be done in an environment which is subject to some
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change in ambient illumination and even extraneous sources of illumination the problem increases in
complexity. The inclusion of the possibility of detecting very fast-moving objects real time further
serves to require robustness in the detection algorithm.

Object location, in this work, was to be done with the aid of a stereoscopic camera setup only. The
location was to be determined with the camera’s principal point as the reference frame. The location
was to be determined in terms of depth, lateral and longitudinal offset from the principal point of the
camera setup. In order to minimize the effect of noise in the processing and detection, a kalman filter
was to be implemented and incorporated. Path prediction was to be done based on the detection and
3D location data obtained and actuation signals sent to the motor drive that controls the robotic arm.

There other approaches that could possibly explored in solving the problem addressed in this thesis.
cameras could be combined with radar, multiple camera setup could be used, among other options.
However, in this thesis, a simple stereoscopic camera was employed.

1.1

Background

The field of machine vision is an active focus of research and more interest is being generated with the
advent of smart and autonomous automotive and industrial systems that are being strongly aided with
LIDARs, cameras and image processing. Hence there have been significant research into topics that
are related to the focus of this thesis work.
In their paper, Xu and Ellis[1] showed the application of background subtraction via adaptive frame
differencing in foreground extraction, motion estimation and detection of moving objects. John Canny
[2] developed the Canny edge detector among other computational approaches to edge detection while
Bali and Singh[3] explored various edge detection techniques applied in image segmentation.
Black et al [4] showed the homography estimation in relation to a reference view while Yue at al[5]
demonstrated robust determination of homography with the aid of a stereoscopic setup. Mittal and
Davis[6] showed a method for homography determination with the use of multiple cameras located far
from one another. Hartley and Zisseman in their book[7] explained the principles behind camera
calibration, homography detection and reconstruction.
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Kalman et al introduced the kalman filter in their publication[8] in 1960 while Zhang et al[9] and
Birbach et al[10] demonstrated an application of the extended kalman filter to the problem estimation
and prediction of the pathway of a ball in flight in robotics applications.
Zhengyou Zhang [11] developed a method for camera calibration, in a multi camera setup, using a
minimum of two sets of synchronized images of planar objects with known structure without requiring
foreknowledge of the object’s position and orientation.

1.2

Goals

The goals for the project are as follows:
❖ Evaluation of available embedded processors to determine the most suitable for the project.
❖ Evaluation of various camera systems and determination or construction of an appropriate camera
setup.
❖ Development of suitable algorithms for detection and 3D location
❖ Path prediction of the object of interest.
❖ Actuation of the robotic arm.
The overall aim of this project is the design of a system that runs autonomously once it has been setup
and continuously detects and saves football shots kicked towards the goal. The system will consist of
cameras for sensing, embedded system for processing the data obtained from the camera and an
industrial drive for controlling the robotic arm.

3
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Figure 1 A high level visualization of the system

The detection and object location were expected to be accurate and consistent with the actual real
world location of the object being detected. The system should also be capable of functioning
satisfactorily in a well-lit environment with lightly textured background and should be adjustable such
that interesting portions of the field of view of the camera and characteristics of the object to be
detected can be varied.

1.3

Tools used in the project

The following tools were used in execution of the project:
1. Cameras
2. Image processing hardware
3. Embedded system to be used for sending control signals to the motor drive
4. Electric motor and gearbox
5. Controlled arm

4
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6. MATLAB, Python, C++, OpenCV
7. Unix based OS/real time OS

1.4

Report outline

Chapter 1 of this report gives a basic introduction to the project, problem statement and motivation,
overall aim, scope, tools, concrete goals and contributions involved in its execution. Chapter 2 briefly
introduced relevant theory applied in the project. Chapter 3 explains the processes, measurements and
results obtained in the project while chapter 4 discussed the results obtained. Applications,
implications and future work. Chapter 5 concluded the report and it was followed by references and
appendices.

1.5

Contributions

The evaluation and selection of cameras and image processing platforms and design of image
processing algorithm was done by the author of this report. Assistance in location setup, practical
activities and measurements was provided by Timothy Kolawole by agreement with Worxsafe. The
design, material selection and production of the mechanical arm was done by a team comprising of
mechanical engineering staff of Worxsafe. The author also consulted Professor Stefan Seipel of the
University of Gävle and Assistant professor Najeem Lawal of Mid Sweden University in the execution
of the project.
OpenCV is a cross-platform, open-source library of functions for image processing and computer
vision developed by Intel and Willow Garage. Python and C++ OpenCV interfaces were used in this
thesis work.
CUDA is a platform and API developed by NVIDIA which provides functions for accessing and
making use of the cores on NVIDIA GPUs for parallel processing.
Robotics, vision and control tool box for MATLAB was developed by Professor Peter Corke and some
functions from the toolbox were used in generating 3D environment models for the project.
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Theory

This chapter contains an overview of related theoretical terms and concepts that are relevant to
understanding this work. These are concepts were applied in the execution of the thesis work and were
instrumental to obtaining the results.

2.1

Image processing methods

In this section image processing methods are briefly explained. The focus of this section are
processing concepts which were principal to the functions and algorithms employed in this project.

2.1.1 Histogram equalization
Histogram equalization is an image enhancement method by which levels of intensities of pixels in an
image can be adjusted in order to improve contrast. This method stretches the pixel values in an image
to cover the available range offered by the image resolution. The formula is shown below:

𝑇(𝑘) = 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟((𝐿 − 1)𝑝𝑛 )

( 1)

Where pn represents the binned intensity level in the histogram and floor rounds the value down to the
nearest integer value. T(k) above represents the pixel values of the transformed image and L represents
the histogram bins. The formula can be simplified as shown below.
𝐿−1

𝑁𝑒𝑤 𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒(𝑣) = 𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 ((𝐶𝐷𝐹(𝑣) − 𝐶𝐷𝐹𝑚𝑖𝑛) ∗ (𝑀∗𝑁)−𝐶𝐷𝐹𝑚𝑖𝑛)

( 2)

Where CDF(v) represents the cumulative distribution functions at the pixel position being recalculated
and CDFmin represents the minimum CDF value. M and N represent the number of pixels along the
height and width of the image.
In this technique, the pixel value in each pixel position of the original image is used to calculate new
values to be stored in each of the pixel locations in the new image referred to as the enhanced image.
An example of an image enhanced via histogram equalization in the figure below. Histogram
equalization enhances images and facilitates the identification of features in an image.
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Figure 2 Image enhancement via histogram equalization

In the original image above, the outline of the the cloud, road, trees and other features were barely
visible. The accompanying histogram shows that the pixel values were concentrated around a range
between 170 and 240. In the transformed image which was enhanced via histogram equalization, the
shape of the clouds, trees, roads, windows and other features were easily identifiable, and the image
histogram showed a wide spread in pixel intensity.

2.1.2

Background subtraction

Background subtraction is a segmentation technique that is used for detecting changes and moving
objects of interest in images. The seemingly static pixels in the image is referred to as the background
while the new or moving object of interest forms part of what is known as the foreground. This
technique is quite useful in identifying pixel portions of images in which there are changes that may
signify the object that is to be detected in an image processing algorithm.
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There are various approaches to extracting a foreground from a camera image and these approaches
are normally complemented with morphological and thresholding operation to accommodate
variations in image pixel values and to eliminate noise and unwanted artifacts from the image.
Algorithms used in background subtraction include frame differencing, mean filtering, running
gaussian average and gaussian mixture models.
The frame differencing method involves storing a copy of the background image and comparing it
with subsequent images. The simplest form of comparison is done via arithmetic subtraction of the
pixel values in the background image from the pixel values in the newly captured image being
processed. The resultant image is referred to as a difference mask and it often consists of some
unwanted artifacts along with the foreground if new objects or motion were introduced in the new
image.

Difference mask[D(t)] = Current pixels[Im(t)] – Background pixels[Bgd(t)]

( 3)

The resultant difference mask is a grayscale image consisting of differences in the pixels values of the
background image and the image being processed. After background subtraction, the unwanted
artifacts are removed via thresholding.
The mean filter algorithm for background subtraction represents the image background at each time
instant as the mean or median pixel values of several preceding images. The pixel values of this
background are then subtracted from the pixel values of the image being processed. The resultant
difference mask is also thresholded afterwards. This approach is also similar to the frame differencing
approach.
The running gaussian average generates a probability density function (PDF) of a specific number of
recently frames, representing each pixel by their mean and variance. The mean and variance is then
updated with each new frame captured. Segmentation of foreground and background in each new
frame is done by comparison of the pixel values in each new frame with the mean value of the
corresponding pixel in the running gaussian PDF of the background.

𝑑 = |(𝑃𝑡 − µ𝑡

( 4)

2
𝜎𝑡2 = 𝜌 ∗ 𝑑2 + (1 − 𝜌) ∗ 𝜎𝑡−1

( 5)

µ𝑡 = 𝜌 ∗ 𝑃𝑡 + (1 – 𝜌) ∗ µ𝑡−1

( 6)
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Where d is the Euclidian distance, σ2 is the variance in pixel value, µ is the mean of pixel values, P
represents pixel values, ρ is the PDF temporal window and the subscript t indicates the progression of
time.
The absolute value of the Euclidean distance between pixel value and the mean pixel value is divided
by the standard deviation and compared with a constant value in order to segment the foreground from
the background. Values greater than the constant identifies foreground pixels and background pixels
otherwise. The constant is typically 2.5 but can be increased to accommodate more variation in
background and decreased otherwise.

2.1.3

Thresholding

Thresholding is an image segmentation technique by which an image is segmented based on its pixel
intensity values. The process usually involves comparing pixel values with a pre-specified threshold
value below which pixel values are replaced with zero and above which the pixels are replaced with
one. This output of this technique is normally a binary image.
Many techniques are employed to enhance the result of thresholding such as histogram shape and
entropy-based methods, automatic thresholding, Otsu’s binarization method etc. The methods adapt
the threshold value such that it varies with the image being processed facilitates the extraction of more
useful information from the image frame. In this project, the thresholding was simple and nonadaptive.

2.1.4

Edge detection

Edge detection is a method used for image segmentation by detecting pixel regions with intensity
gradients or discontinuities which are representative of object boundaries. Common methods involve
convolution of the image with a filter such as the Canny, Roberts, Sobel filters etc. It is a fundamental
component of many algorithms in image processing. Convolution of an image with an edge detection
filter results in an image consisting of lines representing object boundaries in the original image with
all other information discarded.

9
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Figure 3 Demonstration of edge detection on an image

2.2 3D reconstruction
In this section attention is given to concepts and methods that are related to image projection and 3D
reconstruction. These concepts are essential to the extraction of depth information from camera images
which are basically 2D pixel matrix representation of 3D scenes.

10
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2.2.1 Stereoscopy
Stereoscopy is a technique, in image processing and machine vision, used for the perception or
detection of depth and three-dimensional structure using stereopsis. Stereopsis refers to the impression
of depth perceivable in binocular vision as well as in multiple image capture devices capturing the
same scene with some displacement between them. Stereopsis can also arise from parallax when a
single image capture device is in motion while capturing a scene.
An object being observed by two cameras at the same time instant will result in some disparity in its
location as observed by the two cameras. This disparity observed depends on the displacement
between the cameras, their poses, parameters and the distance of the object being observed. If the
displacement, poses and parameters are known, along with the disparity, then the distance of the object
being observed can be calculated.

Figure 4 Differing perspectives of a chessboard as percieved by two cameras in a
stereoscopic setup
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Images from two cameras with a displacement of 120 mm is shown in the figure above. In the scene
captured by the two cameras, a man holding a chessboard is perceived differently by the two cameras.
The two cameras have similar specifications and were synchronized to capture at approximately the
same time instant. However, the chessboard seems to be angled differently and appears to the left in
one image and to the right in the other. The distance of the chessboard, the man and other objects can
be computed through the disparity in the pixel locations representing the objects of interest in the two
camera views.

Figure 5 Disparity in a stereoscopic camera setup

A stereoscopic camera setup is shown in the figure above with the distance between the cameras
represented by the baseline B, the left camera as the reference camera and the right camera offset from
the left along x axis by a distance B and by a negligible distance along y axis. The ball being observed
has image coordinates X0, Y0, Z0. The images are at distances fl and fr from the cameras respectively.

12
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By similar triangles,
𝑋0
𝑍0

=

𝑥𝑙

( 7)

𝑓𝑙

Therefore
𝑋

𝑥𝑙 = 𝑍0 ∗ 𝑓𝑙

( 8)

0

And
𝑌

𝑦𝑙 = 𝑍0 ∗ 𝑓𝑙

( 9)

0

Similarly

𝑥𝑟 =

(𝐵 − 𝑋0 )
𝑍0

∗ 𝑓𝑟

And

( 10)

¨
𝑌

𝑦𝑟 = 𝑍0 ∗ 𝑓𝑟

( 11)

0

The disparity in the ball position can then be used to calculate its distance from the left camera.

𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑑 = 𝑥𝑙 − 𝑥𝑟
𝑑=

𝑋0
𝑍0

∗ 𝑓𝑙 −

(𝐵 − 𝑋0 )
𝑍0

( 12)

∗ 𝑓𝑟

( 13)

If both cameras are similar and having similar focal lengths,

𝑓𝑙 = 𝑓𝑟 = 𝑓

( 14)

And

𝑑=
𝑑=

𝑋0
𝑍0
𝐵
𝑍0

∗𝑓−

(𝐵 − 𝑋0 )
𝑍0

∗𝑓

( 15)

∗ 𝑓𝑟

( 16)

Therefore
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∗ 𝑓𝑟

( 17)

However, calculation of an object’s actual distance from a camera in real world units from 2D image
data by triangulation requires some knowledge of the parameters of the cameras involved. The process
of determining the 3D position of an object from 2D image data is known as image reconstruction.
Calibration can be used to extract camera image projection parameters.

2.2.2 Image distortion
This refers to malformations in the image representation of a scene captured by a camera due to the
deflection of light through its lenses and other imperfections in its design. Two of the most important
factors that account for image distortion are tangential distortion and radial distortion. Radial
distortion results from the non-ideal deflection of light through the lenses of a camera, thereby
resulting in curvatures around the edges of the image which are caused by variations in image
magnification between the optical axis and the edges of the image. Tangential distortion results from
the image sensor and the lens not being perfectly parallel.
Two common forms of radial distortion are barrel and pincushion distortion. Barrel distortion is
observed in an image when magnification decreases toward the edges of the image, resulting in a
barrel-like effect on the image. Pincushion distortion can be observed when image magnification
increases towards the edge of the image and decreases vice versa.
Radial and tangential distortions are normally considered during calibration and the parameters
describing these phenomena can be estimated during the process of calibration. Five parameters are
commonly used to represent the forms of distortion. These parameters are collectively referred to as
distortion coefficients. Below are simple formulae that can be used to correct for radial and tangential
distortion.
Radial:

𝑥𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 = 𝑥(1 + 𝑘1 𝑟 2 + 𝑘2 𝑟 4 + 𝑘3 𝑟 6 )

( 18)

𝑦𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 = 𝑦(1 + 𝑘1 𝑟 2 + 𝑘2 𝑟 4 + 𝑘3 𝑟 6 )

( 19)

Tangential:

𝑥𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 = 𝑥 + [2𝑝1 𝑥𝑦 + 𝑝2 (𝑟 2 + 2𝑥 2 )]

( 20)
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𝑦𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 = 𝑦 + [𝑝1 (𝑟 2 + 2𝑦 2 ) + 2𝑝2 𝑥𝑦]

( 21)

1

𝑟 = ((𝑥 − 𝑥𝑐 )2 + (𝑦 − 𝑦𝑐 )2 )2

( 22)

Where
k1, k2 and k3 are coefficients of radial distortion, p1 and p2 are coefficients of tangential distortion and
x and y are pixels in a distorted image, xcorrected and ycorrected are pixels in an undistorted image and xc
and yc represent distortion center.

2.2.3 Image rectification
Image rectification is used, in image processing and machine vision, to project images taken by
different cameras or by the same camera at different points in euclidean space onto a common image
plane. It remaps the pixel points such that epipolar lines are aligned and parallel along the horizontal
axis so that images taken by different cameras of a stereoscopic pair can be treated as representative of
the same scene.
Image rectification in a stereoscopic setup basically makes use of projection parameters of the two
cameras to compute the transformation matrices for each camera that can be used to align their image
planes. Once the transform is determined, the images are transformed and both camera views can then
be treated as depictions of the same scene.

2.3

Camera calibration

Camera calibration is the process by which the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of a camera are
estimated. These parameters are important in the application of stereoscopy for depth detection and
object location in 3D. The parameters obtained from calibration are used to estimate a model that
approximates the camera. Various approaches and algorithms are used for camera calibration;
however, this report focuses on Zhang’s method which also the basis for the algorithm used in this
project.
Zhang’s method of camera calibration makes use of images depicting a planar object or pattern with a
known structure such, as a chessboard, in multiple views but no pre-knowledge of its orientation and
position. Information about the object’s structure or pattern and several images of the object in various
15
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orientations and positions are used by the algorithm in determining the image projection parameters of
the cameras being calibrated.
Zhang’s method represents the relationship between a 3D real world point and its 2D representation as

𝑠𝕞 = 𝐴[𝑅 𝑡]𝕄

( 23)

Where

𝕞 = [𝑢, 𝑣, 1]𝑇

( 24)

represents the augment vector of pixel location of the point in 2D image.

𝕄 = [𝑋, 𝑌, 𝑍]𝑇

( 25)

represents the augment vector of object location in 3D space.

𝛼
𝐴 = (0
0

𝛾
𝛽
0

𝑢0
𝑣0 )
1

( 26)

represents the intrinsic matrix
α and β are the scale factors in image axes u and v (width and height) and γ represents the skew.
The extrinsic matrix is [R t] in the equation and represents the rotation and translation from world
coordinates to camera coordinate.
The intrinsic parameters can be calculated thus

𝑣0 =

(𝐵12 𝐵13 −𝐵11 𝐵23 )

( 27)

2
𝐵11 𝐵22 −𝐵12

𝜆 = 𝐵33 −
𝜆

𝛼 = (𝐵 )

2 +𝑣 (𝐵 𝐵 −𝐵 𝐵 )]
[𝐵13
0 12 13
11 23

( 28)

𝐵11

1
2

( 29)

11

𝛽 = (𝐵

𝜆𝐵11

2
11 𝐵22 −𝐵12

1
2

)

( 30)
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𝐵12 𝛼2 𝛽

𝛾𝑣0
𝛽

( 31)

𝜆

−

𝐵13 𝛼2

( 32)

𝜆

Where

𝑏 = [𝐵11 , 𝐵12 , 𝐵22 , 𝐵13 , 𝐵23 , 𝐵33 ]

( 33)

𝕍𝑏 = 0

( 34)

and 𝕍 is a vector of estimated homography.
The method primarily involves capturing several images of the planar object with known structure or
pattern in multiple camera views. A minimum number of two images is required by according to the
proponent of the algorithm but a larger number, usually more than 10, has been found to give good
results. The known feature points in the image are then detected and the data used for the estimation of
intrinsic and extrinsic parameters. After estimation of the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters, the
coefficients of radial distortion are estimated using least squares and then the parameters are refined
using maximum likelihood estimation.

2.4

Kalman filter

Kalman filter is an iterative algorithm, based on linear quadratic estimation, by which noisy
measurements of dynamic systems can be accurately estimated and predicted. It involves an iterative
process that builds a model of the system based on the observable parameters and generates, at each
time-step, a prediction is made of both the observable measurements and the derivatives that cannot be
measured directly. The prediction is then compared with the measured parameter and the model
updated depending on the relative amount of belief reposed in the process versus the measurements.
After the update, a new more accurate estimate is then generated for the system.
Estimates of the state and error covariance are predicted prior to acquiring measurement data using the
formulae.

𝑥̂𝑘|𝑘−1 = 𝐹𝑘 𝑥̂𝑘−1|𝑘−1 + 𝐵𝑘 𝑢𝑘

( 35)

𝑃𝑘|𝑘−1 = 𝐹𝑘 𝑃𝑘−1|𝑘−1 𝐹𝑘𝑇 + 𝑄𝑘

( 36)
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Innovation residual, innovation covariance and Kalman gain are then calculated using values obtained
from measurement. This is done after acquisition of measurement data and is part of the Kalman
update.

ŷ𝑘 = 𝑧𝑘 − 𝐻𝑘 𝑥̂𝑘|𝑘−1

( 37)

𝑆𝑘 = 𝑅𝑘 + 𝐻𝑘 𝑃𝑘|𝑘−1 𝐻𝑘𝑇

( 38)

𝐾𝑘 = 𝑃𝑘|𝑘−1 + 𝐾𝑘 𝑦̂𝑘

( 39)

A more precise estimate of the state, the estimation covariance and the measurement error are then
made.

𝑥̂𝑘|𝑘 = 𝑥̂𝑘|𝑘−1 + 𝐾𝑘 𝑦̂𝑘

( 40)

𝑃𝑘|𝑘 = (𝐼 − 𝐾𝑘 𝐻𝑘 )𝑃𝑘|𝑘−1 (𝐼 − 𝐾𝑘 𝐻𝑘 )𝑇 + 𝐾𝑘 𝑅𝑘 𝐾𝑘𝑇

( 41)

𝑦̂𝑘|𝑘 = 𝑧𝑘 − 𝐻𝑘 𝑥̂𝑘|𝑘

( 42)

Where x̂k|k-1 is the state estimate at time instant k given measurements until k-1, x̂k|k-1 is the state
estimate at time instant k given measurements until k and x̂k-1|k-1 is the state estimate at time instant k-1
given measurements until k-1. At each time instant k, Fk is the state transition matrix, Bk is the matrix
of control input, uk is the control vector, zk is the observed state, Hk is the observation model, Kk is the
Kalman gain, Sk is the innovation covariance, Qk and Rk are the covariances of the process noise and
observation noise respectively. I in the equations represents a unit diagonal matrix and superscript T
signifies a matrix or vector transpose. Pk|k-1 is the error covariance predicted at time instant k given
data up until time instant k-1, Pk|k is the covariance of estimation at time instant k given data up until
time instant k, Pk-1|k-1 is Pk|k is the covariance of estimation at time instant k-1 given data up until time
instant k-1 which is essentially the same as Pk|k in a previous iteration.
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Process, measurements and results

The processes, measurements and results obtained in the thesis work are outlined and explained in this
chapter with focus on those that are relevant to the goals of the project. Information is provided about
the image capture and processor hardware, camera calibration and image processing algorithm, depth
detection as well as results obtained.

3.1 Environment modelling
At the inception of the project, it was required that the robot environment be modelled in MATLAB.
An environment was modelled in which the following were simulated and could be varied: robot
location, goal post, camera location, elevation and tilt, ball kick zones, camera field of view and 3D
volume monitored by camera. The MATLAB code for the model used functions from Robotics, vision
and control toolbox by Prof. Peter Corke.

Figure 6 A sample environment model of the robot goalkeeper.
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This model was used in evaluation of physical placement of hardware used in the project as well as in
the process of selection of cameras. The model was also used to visualize zones with possibilities of
occlusion and used for finetuning to reduce occlusion in pixel areas that can be of interest while the
ball is in motion.

3.2

Evaluation and choice of cameras and processor

platforms
3.2.1 Processor platforms
It was required that the design be implemented on a processor platform that will be most suitable for
speedy and real time on-chip image processing, low energy consumption and availability of peripheral
interfaces for data transfer between cameras and the platform as well as other sensors and embedded
hardware. The following processor platforms were provided by the company for evaluation:
1. Raspberry Pi 3 B+
2. BeagleBone Black
3. Nvidia Jetson TX1
The specifications of the processor platforms are compared in table 3.1 below

Raspberry Pi 3 B+

BeagleBone Black

Nvidia Jetson TX1

Broadcom

Texas Instruments

ARM Cortex A57 64-

BCM2837B0, ARM

Sitara AM335x, ARM

bit

Cortex A53 64-bit

Cortex A8 32-bit

Processor speed

1.4 GHz

1 GHz

1.9 GHz

RAM

1 GB DDR2

512 MB DDR3

4 GB 64-bit DDR4

Non-volatile Storage

Depended on MicroSD

4GB 8-bit eMMC

16GB eMMC, SDIO

Processor on board

used
Graphics Processing

Broadcom VideoCore

Unit (GPU)

IV

and SATA
PowerVR SGX530

NVIDIA Maxwell (256
CUDA cores)
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Real Time Unit

None

2 32-bit 200 MHz

None

programmable RTUs
Power rating

5V, ~2.5A

5V, 210 – 460mA

5V, 3A

Interfaces for

USB 2.0

USB 2.0

CSI (2 lane)

CSI

PRU

USB 3.0

connecting cameras
and image capture
devices

USB 2.0

Interfaces for other

PWM, UART, SPI,

PWM, UART, SPI,

peripherals

I2C, GPIO

I2C, CAN, GPIO

GPIO, I2C, SPI, UART

Table 1 Comparison of processor platforms

NVIDIA TX1 was selected among the processor platforms because it provides a possibility of faster
image processing through parallel processing via its GPU cores which were accessed via OpenCV
functions that are optimized for taking advantage of the cores via the CUDA library provided by
NVIDIA. It was also observed that the TX1 has two high speed camera interfaces, CSI and USB 3.0,
which can serve to reduce bottlenecks in the transmission of camera data.

3.2.2 Stereoscopy and image capture device
The choice of image capture device was determined by the processor platform and the fact that the
depth detection to be implemented depends on stereoscopy. Stereolabs ZED camera was used in
carrying out the thesis work because it consists of two image capture devices in a stereoscopic setup
that can be accessed via a single USB 3.0 interface while remaining cheap in comparison with other
products with comparable specification.
The stereoscopic camera provides synchronized frames from the two cameras as a single image which
was easily accessible via the V4L driver in Linux OS. It was used at 720p resolution and 60 frames per
second.
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The specification of the camera is shown below:
Property

Specification

Sensor size

1/3”

Sensor resolution

4M pixels per sensor, 2-micron pixels

Connection interface

USB 3.0

Shutter type

Rolling shutter

Lens field of view (FOV)

90o (horizontal), 60o (vertical)

Stereo baseline

120 mm (4.7 ”)

Configurable video modes

2.2K, 1080p, 720p, WVGA

Configurable frame rates

15, 30, 60, 100

OS driver in Linux OS

V4L (video for linux)

Table 2 Table of camera specification

3.3

Calibration of the camera

The stereoscopic camera was calibrated to extract its parameters and use it for depth detection. A
chessboard was used for calibration and the calibration data was stored as yaml files on the nonvolatile memory of the processor platform. These files were then accessed and the parameters used to
process each captured frame in subsequent steps of the depth detection algorithm. The process of
calibration used in this work was centered around an OpenCV function “calibrateCamera()” which
itself is a derivative of Zhang’s method of calibration explained in section 2.6 of this report.
A chessboard was used for calibration since it is a planar object whose structure is known and easily
specified. The number and dimension of squares on the board were first specified and stored in
variables in the program. The board was then held in various positions about 20 times while the
algorithm draws lines between the identified chessboard corners in the images from both cameras. The
lines were then visually examined in order to ascertain that they properly aligned with the corners.
when the lines were properly aligned the identified chessboard corners were accepted and discarded
otherwise.
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Figure 7 Chessboard corners identified during a step of camera calibration
When a pre-determined number of sets of identified corners were stored, the program calculates the
camera matrix, the distortion coefficients, rotation vectors and translation vectors of the reference
camera (left camera) from the set of identified chessboard corners and data about the dimension and
number of squares on the chessboard. This is then followed by “stereoCalibrate()” which primarily
tries to estimate the transformation between the reference camera and the other camera in a
stereoscopic setup. The rectification transform, projection matrices, disparity to depth map and output
map matrices for x and y axis were then calculated for both cameras using “stereoRectify()” and
“initUndistortRectifyMap()” functions in OpenCV.
The process used in this project can be summarized with the pseudocode below.
▪

Specify structure/pattern on the planar object to be used for calibration (object points)
•

Number of squares along height, no of squares along width, dimension of square box

▪

Specify number of images to be used for calibration

▪

While (number of images to be used is yet to be reached)
•

Capture image from left camera
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•

Capture image from right camera

•

Enhance images by histogram equalization and smoothen to reduce noise

•

Convert RGB image to grayscale

•

Find chess board corners using “findChessboardCorners()” function in OpenCV.

•

Draw the identified chessboard corners using “drawChessboardCorners()” function
in OpenCV.

▪

•

The images from both cameras with identified chessboard corners are displayed.

•

The images are visually inspected and accepted if correct or discarded otherwise.

•

The detected chessboard corners are stored in a vector

Call calibrateCamera() function with the detected image corners and object corners as
input argument and calculate camera matrix, distortion coeefficients, rotation vectors and
translation vectors as output.

▪

Apply “stereoCalibrate()” function to estimate rotation and translation between the
cameras as well as essential as fundamental matrix.

▪

Apply “stereoRectify()” to estimate the rectification transform and disparity to depth
mapping matrix

▪

Apply “initUndistortRectifyMap()” for the estimation of the output maps.

▪

Write calibration data in a .yaml file so that they can be available when needed without a
need to for calibration each time camera is used.

A snippet of code used for the calibration along with calibration parameters obtained for the camera
used are available in the appendix A1 of this report.

3.4

Processing algorithm

Post-calibration processing was done in a continuous loop that starts with image capture and ends with
depth detection and path prediction or determination of the absence of the object of interest within the
field of view of the camera. The major steps involved in the algorithm are outlined in this section.
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Figure 8 Histogram equalization applied to the enhancement of an image
The figure below shows histograms of pixel intensities in an image taken in a semi-dark room in
figure 9 above. The histogram of pixel intensities before enhancement showed values that are
concentrated between 0 and 50 while a histogram of the enhanced image showed values that were well
spread across the pixel intensity range.

Figure 9 Histogram of RGB channels of the semi-dark scene before and after histogram
equalization
The processing algorithm included an initial phase in which every frame captured was split into left
and right images and remapped using the output maps obtained from calibration to remove distortion
and reproject each camera view to depict the same scene. Each image was then smoothened and split
into its constituent channels and each channel of the frames was enhanced by histogram equalization
and merged into new frames that were then converted from RGB to the YCrCb color space.
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Figure 10 Change of color space from RGB to YCrCb
The change in color space was made in order facilitate color-based image processing and reduce the
impact of variation in illumination level on the subsequent image processing steps. The change in
color space was done with the OpenCv function “cvtColor()” and setting the the color space
conversion code to “COLOR_BGR2YCrCb”. A short snippet of code showing the initial preprocessing steps is included in appendix A4 of this report.

3.4.1

Foreground separation

Two approaches were initially explored for the background detection, the first approach continuously
updated the model of the background after each frame while the second approach used a static predetermined model of the background that was only updated after a long interval of time or at the cue
of a pre-determined signal. The second approach was preferred above the first approach to reduce the
amount of processing required while processing each frame in the loop.
A version of the mean filter algorithm was used to build a model of the background image. Several
images up to a predefined number of images were captured and accumulated using the “accumulate()”
function in OpenCV. Five consecutive images were used in this project. The accumulated images were
then averaged and the resultant image was taken as a model of the background.
Background subtraction was applied to each frame after the initial processing steps of the algorithm.
The foreground remains after subtracting the background, thereby identifying pixel areas that contain
new data or motion and reducing the amount pixel area that needs to be processed by subsequent steps
of the algorithm. The background subtraction was done by frame differencing of the pre-stored model
of the background frame in YCrCb color space from the frames in YCrCb obtained in each step of the
algorithm.
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Figure 11 Difference mask after background subtraction

The difference mask obtained from background subtraction outlined the ball but included other
unwanted image artifacts. Thresholding, erosion and dilation were then applied to the image to further
enhance the result. A sample image of the end result of the morphological operations is shown below.

Figure 12 Mask obtained after background subtraction, thresholding, erosion and dilation.

3.4.2

Object and depth detection

The color and shape characteristics of the object of interest were primarily used in recognition of the
object. These characteristics were stored at the beginning of the execution of the algorithm and the
closest fit was used to determine the object of interest. The depth detection was done with pixel values
around the center of gravity of the object of interest.
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Image thresholding was done with a threshold value of 35 and an elliptical structural element of size 3
was used for erosion and dilation. While identifying contours using the “findcontours” function in
OpenCV, RETR_EXTERNAL and CHAIN_APPROX_SIMPLE flags were set to ensure that only
external contours were identified, and that the forms were simplified. The patterns in the pixel regions
identified by the contours found were then treated individually and compared with a prestored model.
Hough transform and processing of contours were applied on the foregrounds detected so as to
determine pixel regions representing the ball and its location in the image.

Figure 13 Flow chart of image processing algorithm used
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The 3D location of the ball was calculated by triangulation of the pixel coordinates of the ball from
both camera frames using the projection matrices obtained from calibration. The triangulation was
done with the OpenCV function “triangulatePoints()” with the projection matrices and image points
in both camera views as input parameters and object point in as the output parameter. The resultant
object point vector was then normalized by dividing all the elements by the fourth element.
The object detection consisted of two parallel processes as shown in the flowchart above. The first
consisted making use of Hough circles to detect the circular shaped blobs in the foreground of the L
channel of the image and going through them to find the one with the best color and size match with
the ball being detected. The second process employed the “findcontours()” function. It searched for all
contours in the foreground of the Cr channel of the image and then, using the “minEnclosingCircle()”
function, estimates the radius, area and image coordinates of its centre. These contours were also
sorted based on best fit in terms of the color and size. At the end of processing for each frame, the
results of both processes were compared and the best fit chosen.
•

HoughCircles()

•

For every circle detected
o

Obtain radius

o

Build a ROI (region of interest) circumscribed in the circle

o

Compare the color in the ROI with the expected

o

Choose best match

•

FindContours()

•

For each contour found
o

Use minEnclosingCircle() to find radius, area and 2D location

o

Make a ROI on the contour

o

Do comparison based on best color and size match.

o

Choose best match

Both processes can be summarized with the pseudocode steps above. The results obtained from both
processes are taken into consideration in determining the ball location.
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Speed-optimization

Some steps were taken to speed-up the image processing steps in each iteration of the algorithm loop.
These steps explained briefly below.
1. Absence of object of interest in a camera view: Subsequent image processing were
cancelled in processing a set of stereoscopic frames whenever the object of interest was not
detected in one of the camera views. Since the processing steps involved a search for the ball
in the image from the left camera, which is the reference, followed by a search in the image
from the right camera, discarding subsequent processing steps whenever the ball was not
detected in the left camera implies that no processing was done at all on the image from the
right camera in each specific iteration step when there was no ball detected in the image from
the left camera. This will result in significant savings of processor cycles.
2. Region of interest: Whenever an object of interest was detected within the field of view of
one of the cameras, the possible location of the object in the field of view of the other camera
was first estimated and a region of interest encompassing this region of interest was processed
instead of the whole frame. This reduced the amount of processing required by a large margin.
3. Parallel Processing: The OpenCV functions used for processing image frames had CUDA
library support and were able to make use of parallel processing offered by the GPUs of the
Jetson TX1 processor platform.
4. Localized depth detection: One of the core goals of this work is 3D location via depth
detection in real time and at a high frame rate. A test of the API provided by the camera
vendor yielded full frame depth detection at 11 frames per second which was below the
requirement of the project. Therefore, localized depth detection was employed at the regions
around the center of gravity of objects of interest. This resulted in significant gains in
processing speed. The resultant algorithm processed at a rate of 59 frames per second with the
camera set to capture at 60 frames per second.

3.5

Kalman filtering and path prediction

Kalman filter was used in this thesis for filtering of the 3D location obtained and for predicting the
future location of the object of interest. The filter was developed using the basic equations of motion
and adapted to the flight of the object of interest. It was implemented using OpenCV functions.
The Kalman filter was designed with the X, Y and Z axial positions and velocities of the of the object
of interest as its states for the state matrix. The time step, dt, for the filter was calculated from the time
elapsed, in seconds, between each successive step of the image processing algorithm. The control
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matrix included the effect of gravity on the motion of the object of interest along the Y-axis. The
pseudocode below shows an outline of the application of the filter in the project. Further information
about the filter is included in the appendix.
•

Kalman filter was instantiated with its states by calling the OpenCV function
“KalmanFilter()”. This was done at the beginning of the program before continuous capture
and processing.

•

The transition, measurement, process noice covariance and measurement noise covariance
matrices were initialized by direct access of the matrix elements or using the OpenCV
“setIdentity()” function.

•

During each iteration of the image processing and object detection process, the program
estimates the time taken by calling the C++ “getTickCount()” function before and after the
image processing in the iteration and finding the time elapsed based on the difference between
the values obtained from the function calls. The time elapsed is set as dt, the time step, for the
Kalman filter.

•

At the beginning of each image processing and object detection iteration, the system checked
if a ball has been detected in a previous iteration or if it was missed due to occlusion or false
negative. If true, the “BALL_STATE” (a variable for indicating the state of the ball) was set to
“IN_FLIGHT”.

•

If the ball was found to be in flight
o

A prediction of the ball location is made by calling the OpenCV function
“<KalmanFilter>.predict()”. <KalmanFilter> here refers to an object of KalmanFilter
class.

o

After the image processing and object detection was done in each iteration, the
Kalman filter update was done by calling the OpenCV function
“<KalmanFilter>.correct()” and passing the measured positions of the ball to it as
parameters. This updates the Kalman model filter with the measured data.

o

If the ball was not detected while in flight, a prediction was made without correction
and the prediction was taken as the location of the ball.

3.6

Actuation of the robotic arm

The 3D location of the object of interest was determined from the camera perspective but the robot
arm to be actuated was located within the goal post area as seen in the environment simulation in
section 3.1 of this report. Therefore, the detected position of the ball was calculated relative to the
position of the pivot point of the robotic arm. This was done through a configuration step performed
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prior to continuous image capture and processing and the detected location of the goalkeeper base was
stored.
When a ball was detected and its 3D location calculated, the detected position of the ball from the
camera viewpoint which had the left camera as its origin was translated to its relative displacement
from location of the goalkeeper base using vector arithmetic.

𝑉𝐺𝐵 = 𝑉𝐶𝐵 − 𝑉𝐶𝐺

( 43)

Where VGB represents the displacement of the ball from the goal keeper, VCB represents the
displacement of the ball from the camera and VCG represents the displacement of the goal keeper from
the camera.
The calculated displacement of the ball from the base of the goalkeeper was then communicated to the
robot arm controller in order to actuate the arm. Three communication protocols were considered for
this purpose: EtherCAT, UART and TCP. UART and TCP were implemented, tested and functional.

3.7
3.7.1

Results
Capture, processing and detection rates

NVIDIA’s Jetson TX1 was selected for the project and the setup was tested in a well-lit environment
within the premises of Worxsafe AB. It had a processing rate of 59 frames per second with the camera
set to capture at 60 frames per second. The detection was found to be robust and performed well in a
moderately textured background. The testing was done with 500 captured and processed frames and an
average of 59.4 frames was observed during the test.

3.7.2

Detection accuracy and limitations

It was observed that depth detection gave faulty values for depths less than 0.7 meter from the camera.
This was also expected, as seen from the camera specifications. However, for ranges between 1 meter
and 5 meters from the camera, the detection was accurate.
The system was tested in a poorly lit environment with plain colored balls. It was found to be
functional but at a lower speed of about 41 frames per second.
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4 Discussion
A core goal of the design was speedy and real time processing. The design was speedy and reasonably
robust. It worked quite satisfactorily in well-lit test environment and at a lower frame rate in a poorly
lit environment. The Kalman prediction also served to smoothen the results and predict location ball
location during brief periods of occlusion.
Another approach that was considered in this implementation involves use of a sliding window that is
activated after the first instance of detection of a ball or object of interest. This window would
comprise of a region of interest that encompasses the previously detected location as well as all the
possible locations of the ball. The window would then follow the pathway of the ball and only the
content of the window would be processed. This will can also reduce the amount of processing
required but there are possibilities that the window can be thrown out of sync with the actual ball
motion when false positives are identified. This is not desired in the project.
The first weakness observed was that the operating system on the Jetson TX1 is a soft real time OS
and as such does not have the deterministic behavior of a hard-real time OS. It was also considered
that the camera seemed to create a bottleneck for the processing rate.

4.1

Applications

This approach for speeding up object and depth detection and actuation are widely applicable in
industrial control systems especially in systems depending on machine vision such as pick-and-place
machines. It can also be applied for recreation and entertainment purposes which are part of the
essence of this project. In this instance, it will be developed further and used in the design of an
automatic goalkeeper robot.
Speedy object and depth detection also find application in securing automated and autonomous
systems such in robot navigation and autonomous vehicle navigation. In this use case, it can be used in
detecting oncoming objects and prevent collisions. It can also find applications in security systems
especially in unmanned multi-camera setups.

4.2

Implications

Application speedy object and depth detection does not seem to have any known ethical or negative
social implication. However, actuated systems that are developed to apply the concepts in automation
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should be designed to be safe and extra care need to be taken to ensure that they do not hurt or damage
property in use.

4.3

Future work

The system can be improved further to recognize and detect objects without first storing a model of
the object to be detected. This can possibly be achieved with neural networks. A camera with a higher
frame rate and resolution can possibly be used as well.
In this work, contours found in image foregrounds were treated sequentially. A better alternative could
be to assign the treatment of these contours to parallel GPUs. This will reduce the amount of time
spent processing the contours. Further simultaneous parallel processing of the synchronized frames
which were obtained from the two cameras can also possibly increase the processing speed in
situations where it is sure that an object of interest is within the field of view of the cameras.
A good number of applications and products include depth detection in which a depth map of the full
frame captured is produced. This often results in a slower processing rate as every pixel in the frames
are processed. An approach that can reduce the processing time and resource significantly would be to
build a depth map of only the foreground pixels while pixel areas background can be updated with
previously calculated values of the depths in the regions. It will be even better if these foregrounds are
parallelly processed with the GPUs to reduce the time spent on them.
In this work, emphasis was placed on detecting a single object of interest. However, in many
applications, there can be several objects of interest in which case, these objects need to be identified
along with their relative locations and then the appropriate line of action decided. This is analogous to
the detection of several oncoming objects (or persons) by an autonomous robot or vehicle. It will need
to be speedy in processing and understand the oncoming objects to mitigate accidents.
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5 Conclusions
A speedy and efficient algorithm for object and 3D location detection was developed in this work. It
combined image processing, stereoscopy and the enhanced functions and parallel processing
possibilities with the NVIDIA CUDA library and the Jetson TX1. An average frame rate of 59.4
frames per second was observed on a soft real time OS and it was fast enough for the robotic
goalkeeper as specified by Worxsafe AB. The algorithm was also much faster than the full-frame
depth mapping function in the API provided by the camera vendor.
The combination of processing hardware, camera and algorithm made it feasible to detect a ball in
flight, track its location and motion with a stereoscopic camera and actuate a robotic arm to respond to
the motion.
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Appendix A
A1. MATLAB code for robot environment model

% This will be used to model the Robotic keeper's environment

% In order for this to work as it is, robotics and vision toolbox from
% Peter Corke need to be installed and startup_rvc.m needs to have been run.

clear all; clc;

% Angle by which the camera is rotated/tilted
CB_rot = -pi/3.5; % Angle in radians equivalent to 180deg/3.5 = 51.4 degrees
% Distances along the x, y & z axes by which the camera is translated
CB_Xtransl = 0; % Translation along the x axis
CB_Ytransl = 0; % Translation along the y axis
CB_Ztransl = 5; % Translation along the z axis

% Parameter for shifting forward the ball field in metres
BF_Trans_X = 1;
BF_Trans_Y = 0;
BF_Trans_Z = 0;

% Parameters that affect field of view and working distances
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% Working distance - maximum distance of object, being tracked, from the
% camera
WD = 10; % 10 metres
% No of vertical pixels of the camera
Ver_Pxl = 480;
% No of horizontal pixels of the camera
Hor_Pxl = 640;
% Ratio between the number of vertical pixels and number of horizontal
% pixels of the camera
viewRatio = Ver_Pxl / Hor_Pxl;
% Angular field of view of the camera in the horizontal axis in degrees
AFOV = 30;
% Horizontal AFOV in radians
theta1 = AFOV * pi/180;
% Vertical AFOV in radians
theta2 = theta1 * viewRatio;

%%%% The camera box model
% Camera box points and their rotation and translations that determine the
% camera displacement from original position
CB_P1 = [0.0 0.1 0.0]*roty(CB_rot) + [CB_Xtransl CB_Ytransl CB_Ztransl];
CB_P2 = [0.2 0.1 0.0]*roty(CB_rot) + [CB_Xtransl CB_Ytransl CB_Ztransl];
CB_P3 = [0.2 0.0 0.0]*roty(CB_rot) + [CB_Xtransl CB_Ytransl CB_Ztransl];
CB_P4 = [0.0 0.0 0.0]*roty(CB_rot) + [CB_Xtransl CB_Ytransl CB_Ztransl];
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CB_P5 = [0.0 0.1 0.1]*roty(CB_rot) + [CB_Xtransl CB_Ytransl CB_Ztransl];
CB_P6 = [0.2 0.1 0.1]*roty(CB_rot) + [CB_Xtransl CB_Ytransl CB_Ztransl];
CB_P7 = [0.2 0.0 0.1]*roty(CB_rot) + [CB_Xtransl CB_Ytransl CB_Ztransl];
CB_P8 = [0.0 0.0 0.1]*roty(CB_rot) + [CB_Xtransl CB_Ytransl CB_Ztransl];

% The coordinate of the vertices
myCamCubeVertices = [CB_P1; CB_P2; CB_P3; CB_P4; CB_P5; CB_P6; CB_P7; CB_P8];
% Creating faces by grouping connected vertices that make each face
% together.
myCamCubeFaces = [1 2 3 4; 5 6 7 8; 1 5 8 4; 2 6 7 3; 4 6 7 8; 1 2 6 5];

%%%% The Field of View FOV model
% Coordinates of the centre point of the front side

of the lens on the

% camera. CFL stands for Centre of Camera Lens Front side
CLF_x = 0.2;
CLF_y = 0.05;
CLF_z = 0.05;
CLF_xyz = [CLF_x CLF_y CLF_z];

% Working out the points that define the field of view of the camera based
% on the location of the centre point of the camera, working distance (WD)
% and the angular field of view.
% The Apex of the prism is the first point worked out here. It falls to the
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% centre point on the face of the camera. The vertex point is made to
% undergo the same rotations and translations as the camera.
% The Apex = initial starting point rotated by angle and translated.
CLF_P1 = CLF_xyz * roty(CB_rot) + [CB_Xtransl CB_Ytransl CB_Ztransl];
% The centre point of the bae of the prism which coincides with the centre
% point of the plane at the WD at the end of the FOV.
CLF_endFaceCentrePoint = CLF_P1 + [WD 0 0];
% Prism (base) points = WD centre point + distance to vertex then rotated and then
translated again
CLF_P2 = (CLF_xyz + [WD

10*tan(theta1)

10*tan(theta2)]) * roty(CB_rot) +

[CB_Xtransl CB_Ytransl CB_Ztransl];
CLF_P3 = (CLF_xyz + [WD

-10*tan(theta1)

10*tan(theta2)]) * roty(CB_rot) +

[CB_Xtransl CB_Ytransl CB_Ztransl];
CLF_P4 = (CLF_xyz + [WD

-10*tan(theta1)

-10*tan(theta2)]) * roty(CB_rot) +

[CB_Xtransl CB_Ytransl CB_Ztransl];
CLF_P5 = (CLF_xyz + [WD

10*tan(theta1)

-10*tan(theta2)]) * roty(CB_rot) +

[CB_Xtransl CB_Ytransl CB_Ztransl];

% The points defining the vertices of the field of view
myCamFOVVertices = [CLF_P1; CLF_P2; CLF_P3; CLF_P4; CLF_P5];

% The Faces that define how the vertices are connected
myCamFOVFaces = [1 2 3; 1 3 4; 1 2 5; 1 4 5];
%%%% The model of green background area on the pitch
% Coordinate points describing the part of thefield being covered
% by the camera view and used in detection of the ball. No player is
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% expected to enter this zone. The shooting zone extends from the end of
% this zone further. BF stands for Ball Field
BF_X = [0,

8

8,

0]

+ BF_Trans_X;

BF_Y = [3.1, 3.1 -2.9 -2.9] + BF_Trans_Y;
BF_Z = [0

0

0

0]

+ BF_Trans_Z;

%%%% Modelling the goal post
% This section is to be used for modelling the goal post
% GP stands for Goal Post
% The centrepoint = camera centre point - Vertical displacement + shift of the
green field along x axis
GP_CentrePoint = CLF_P1 - [CB_Xtransl CB_Ytransl CB_Ztransl] + [BF_Trans_X
BF_Trans_Y BF_Trans_Z];

% Height of goal post
GP_H = 2;

% Width of goal post
GP_W = 4;

% Location of poles that make up the goal post
% Location of pole 1
GP_P1 = GP_CentrePoint - [0 GP_W/2 0];
% Location of the top of pole 1
GP_P2 = GP_P1 + [0 0 GP_H];
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% Location of pole 2
GP_P3 = GP_CentrePoint + [0 GP_W/2 0];
% Location of the top of pole 2
GP_P4 = GP_P3 + [0 0 GP_H];

% Creating the array of vertices defining

the goal post

GoalPostVertices = [GP_P1; GP_P2; GP_P3; GP_P4];
GoalPostFaces = [1 2 4 3];

% Creating the array of coordinates for the vertices of the goal post
GP_X = [GP_P1(1) GP_P2(1) GP_P3(1) GP_P4(1)]; % X axis
GP_Y = [GP_P1(2) GP_P2(2) GP_P3(2) GP_P4(2)]; % Y axis
GP_Z = [GP_P1(3) GP_P2(3) GP_P3(3) GP_P4(3)]; % Z axis

figure;
% Draw the camera box
patch('Vertices', myCamCubeVertices, 'Faces', myCamCubeFaces, 'FaceColor', 'blue');
% Specify the axes
axis([-1 10 -5 5 -0.5 6]);
hold on;
% Draw the field of view of the camera
patch('Vertices', myCamFOVVertices, 'Faces', myCamFOVFaces, 'FaceColor', 'yellow',
'FaceAlpha', 0.6, 'EdgeColor', 'red');
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% Draw the green background on the pitch - camera's detection area
patch(BF_X, BF_Y, BF_Z, 'FaceColor', 'green');
% Draw the goal post
patch('Vertices', GoalPostVertices, 'Faces', GoalPostFaces);
title('Basic environment model for the robotic keeper - camera perspective');
xlabel('Depth/distance from camera in meters');
ylabel('Offset from camera centre in meters');
zlabel('Height in meters');
grid on;
hold off;
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A2. OpenCV code snippet for camera calibration
// The number horizontal corners in the chessboard will be stored in this variable
int number_of_horizontal_corners;
// The number vertical corners in the chessboard will be stored in this variable
int number_of_vertical_corners;
// The size of each side of the square on the chessboard
float chessboard_square_size;
// Obtain the parameters of the chessboard from the user/operator
cout << "How many inner corners are along the width of the chessboard? " ;
scanf("%d", &number_of_horizontal_corners);
cout << "\nHow many inner corners are along the height of the chessboard? " ;
scanf("%d", &number_of_vertical_corners);
cout << "\nWhat is the size of each side of the square on the chessboard? (Value in millimetres)";
scanf("%f", &chessboard_square_size);
// Calculate the number of squares on the chessboard
int number_of_squares_on_chessboard = number_of_horizontal_corners * number_of_vertical_corners;
// Calculate the size of the chessboard
Size size_of_chessboard = Size(number_of_horizontal_corners, number_of_vertical_corners);
// Vector of corner postions, in 3D, identified in each image used for calibration
vector<Point3f> vector_of_obj_corners;
// Vector of corner positions, in 2D, identified in each image used for calibration
vector<Point2f> vector_of_img_corners;
vector<Point2f> vector_of_img_corners_L, vector_of_img_corners_R;
// Vector of corner locations in 3D space in the real world. Vector of object
corners for each image will be stored in this vector.
vector<vector<Point3f> > vector_of_vectors_of_object_corners;
// Vector of corner locations in 2D space in the camera image plane. Vector of
image corners for each image will be stored in this vector.
vector<vector<Point2f> > vector_of_vectors_of_image_corners;
vector<vector<Point2f> > vector_of_vectors_of_image_corners_L, vector_of_vectors_of_image_corners_R;
// Variable for storing the number of successful calibrations
int no_of_successful_calibrations = 0;
// Images to be captured for camera calibration and their grayscales
Mat new_image, new_image_gray;
Mat new_image_L, new_image_L_gray;
Mat new_image_R, new_image_R_gray;
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// Expand and fill each vector of corners with the relative location of the squares on the chessboard
for (int i = 0; i < number_of_squares_on_chessboard; i++)
{
vector_of_obj_corners.push_back(Point3f((i / number_of_horizontal_corners) * chessboard_square_size,
(i % number_of_horizontal_corners) * chessboard_square_size, 0.0f));
}
cout << "When chessboard corners are detected,"
<< "image capture and display update freezes and waits for user input"
<< "\nPress the space bar if all corners were detected"
<< "\nOr press any key (except ESC) to discard the corners detected"
<< "\nOr press ESC in order to cancel calibration" << endl;
while (no_of_successful_calibrations < number_images_to_use_for_calibration)
{
cam >> new_image; // Capture next frame
new_image_L = new_image(Rect(0, 0, (new_image.cols / 2), new_image.rows));
new_image_R = new_image(Rect((new_image.cols / 2), 0, (new_image.cols / 2),
new_image.rows));
img_width = new_image_L.cols;
img_height = new_image_L.rows;
// Create a vector of Mat for storing the channels of the undistorted image
vector<Mat> channels(3);
// Split the undistorted image into its channels
split(new_image_L, channels);
// Normalize the individual channels by histogram equalization
equalizeHist(channels[0], channels[0]);
equalizeHist(channels[1], channels[1]);
equalizeHist(channels[2], channels[2]);
// Recombine the channels to form an improved image
merge(channels, new_image_L);
// Split the undistorted image into its channels
split(new_image_R, channels);
// Normalize the individual channels by histogram equalization
equalizeHist(channels[0], channels[0]);
equalizeHist(channels[1], channels[1]);
equalizeHist(channels[2], channels[2]);
// Recombine the channels to form an improved image
merge(channels, new_image_R);
// Smoothen the image
GaussianBlur(new_image_L, new_image_L, Size(kern_size, kern_size), 0, 0);
GaussianBlur(new_image_R, new_image_R, Size(kern_size, kern_size), 0, 0);
// Convert to grayscale
cvtColor(new_image_L, new_image_L_gray, CV_BGR2GRAY);
cvtColor(new_image_R, new_image_R_gray, CV_BGR2GRAY);
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// Check to see if chessboard corners are detected
volatile bool corners_detected_L = findChessboardCorners(new_image_L,
size_of_chessboard, vector_of_img_corners_L, CV_CALIB_CB_ADAPTIVE_THRESH
| CV_CALIB_CB_FILTER_QUADS);
volatile bool corners_detected_R = findChessboardCorners(new_image_R,
size_of_chessboard, vector_of_img_corners_R, CV_CALIB_CB_ADAPTIVE_THRESH
| CV_CALIB_CB_FILTER_QUADS);
int waitTime = 1;
if (corners_detected_L && corners_detected_R)
{
waitTime = 0;
// Refine the corner location to make it more accurate
cornerSubPix(new_image_L_gray, vector_of_img_corners_L, Size(13, 13),
Size(-1, -1), TermCriteria(CV_TERMCRIT_EPS | CV_TERMCRIT_ITER, 30, 0.1));
cornerSubPix(new_image_R_gray, vector_of_img_corners_R, Size(13, 13),
Size(-1, -1), TermCriteria(CV_TERMCRIT_EPS | CV_TERMCRIT_ITER, 30, 0.1));
// Render the chessboard corners detected
drawChessboardCorners(new_image_L_gray, size_of_chessboard,
vector_of_img_corners_L, corners_detected_L);
drawChessboardCorners(new_image_R_gray, size_of_chessboard,
vector_of_img_corners_R, corners_detected_R);
}
// Show the corners detected
imshow("Detected corners Left", new_image_L_gray);
imshow("Detected corners Right" , new_image_R_gray);
// Check for user input
int key = waitKey(waitTime);
if (key == 27) // If user presses the ESC button
{
break; // Exit the calibration procedure
}
// If corners are detected and the user depresses the space bar
else if ((key == ' ') && corners_detected_L && corners_detected_R)
{
// Store the image corners detected in the current image in the vector of vectors for image
corners
vector_of_vectors_of_image_corners_L.push_back(vector_of_img_corners_L);
vector_of_vectors_of_image_corners_R.push_back(vector_of_img_corners_R);
// Store the object corners detected in the current image in the vector of vectors for object
corners
vector_of_vectors_of_object_corners.push_back(vector_of_obj_corners);
// Notify the user that chessboard corner data in the current image has been saved
cout << no_of_successful_calibrations << ". Current image data has been saved!" << endl;
// Increment the count of successful calibrations
no_of_successful_calibrations++;
}
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}
destroyAllWindows();
cout << "Image capture for camera calibration completed. \nSystem will now proceed to calibration..." << endl;
// Specify the aspect ratio of the camera here
cameraMatrix.ptr<float>(0)[0] = 1;
cameraMatrix.ptr<float>(1)[1] = 1;
// Calibrate the camera using the corner data obtained so far
calibrateCamera(vector_of_vectors_of_object_corners, vector_of_vectors_of_image_corners_L,
new_image.size(), cameraMatrix, distortionCoefficients, rotation_vectors, translation_vectors);
cout << "Calibrating the camera setup ..." << endl;
stereoCalibrate(vector_of_vectors_of_object_corners, vector_of_vectors_of_image_corners_L,
vector_of_vectors_of_image_corners_R, cameraMatrix_L, distortionCoefficients_L,
cameraMatrix_R, distortionCoefficients_R, new_image_L.size(), rotation_between_cameras,
translation_between_cameras, essential_matrix, fundamental_matrix);
cout << "Beginning rectification ...." << endl;
stereoRectify(cameraMatrix_L, distortionCoefficients_L, cameraMatrix_R, distortionCoefficients_R,
new_image_L.size(), rotation_between_cameras, translation_between_cameras, rectification_transform_L,
rectification_transform_R, projection_matrix_L, projection_matrix_R, disparity_to_depth_mapping_matrix);
initUndistortRectifyMap(cameraMatrix_L, distortionCoefficients_L, rectification_transform_L,
projection_matrix_L, new_image_L.size(), CV_32FC1, output_map_x_L, output_map_y_L);
initUndistortRectifyMap(cameraMatrix_R, distortionCoefficients_R, rectification_transform_R,
projection_matrix_R, new_image_R.size(), CV_32FC1, output_map_x_R, output_map_y_R);
cout << "CameraMatrix is : " << cameraMatrix << endl;
cout << "Distortion coefficients matrix is : " << distortionCoefficients << endl;
cout << "Left CameraMatrix is : " << cameraMatrix_L << endl;
cout << "Left Distortion coefficients matrix is : " << distortionCoefficients_L << endl;
cout << "Right CameraMatrix is : " << cameraMatrix_R << endl;
cout << "Right Distortion coefficients matrix is : " << distortionCoefficients_R << endl;
// Create file storage object
FileStorage file_storage(address_of_cam_data, FileStorage::WRITE);
file_storage << "cameraMatrix" << cameraMatrix << "distortionCoefficients" << distortionCoefficients;
file_storage << "rotationVectors" << rotation_vectors << "translationVectors" << translation_vectors;
file_storage << "cameraMatrixLeft" << cameraMatrix_L
<< "distortionCoefficientsLeft" << distortionCoefficients_L;
file_storage << "cameraMatrixRight" << cameraMatrix_R
<< "distortionCoefficientsRight" << distortionCoefficients_R;
file_storage << "rotationBetweenCameras" << rotation_between_cameras
<< "translationBetweenCameras" << translation_between_cameras;
file_storage << "rectificationTransformLeftCamera" << rectification_transform_L
<< "rectificationTransformRightCamera" << rectification_transform_R;
file_storage << "projectionMatrixLeftCamera" << projection_matrix_L
<< "projectionMatrixRightCamera" << projection_matrix_R;
file_storage << "disparityToDepthMappingMatrix" << disparity_to_depth_mapping_matrix;
file_storage << "outputMapXLeft" << output_map_x_L << "outputMapYLeft" << output_map_y_L;
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file_storage << "outputMapXRight" << output_map_x_R << "outputMapYRight" << output_map_y_R;
file_storage.release();
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A3. OpenCV code snippet for setting the background
// A temporary storage for frames that will go into making a single background
Mat temp_background_Y, temp_background_Cr;
Mat img_current_background_frame, img_current_background_from_camera;
Mat current_frame_L, current_frame_R;
Mat current_frame_L_d, current_frame_R_d;
// Frames with distortions present
Mat current_frame_L_ROI, current_frame_R_ROI;
// Will be used for accumulating and averaging backgrounds
Mat accumulator_of_backgrounds_Y, accumulator_of_backgrounds_Cr;
Mat accumulator_of_backgrounds_Y_L, accumulator_of_backgrounds_Cr_L;
Mat accumulator_of_backgrounds_Y_R, accumulator_of_backgrounds_Cr_R;

// For each consecutive frames up to the value in no_of_background_frames
for (int cnt = 0; cnt < no_of_background_frames; cnt++)
{
// Store the next frame in the Mat image variable
cam >> img_current_background_frame;
// Extract the image from the left camera
current_frame_L_d = img_current_background_frame(
Rect( 0, 0, (img_current_background_frame.cols/2),
img_current_background_frame.rows));
// Extract the image from the right camera
current_frame_R_d = img_current_background_frame(
Rect( (img_current_background_frame.cols/2), 0,
(img_current_background_frame.cols/2),
img_current_background_frame.rows));
// Undistort the frame just obtained from the camera
remap(current_frame_L_d, current_frame_L, output_map_x_L, output_map_y_L,
INTER_LINEAR, BORDER_CONSTANT, Scalar());
remap(current_frame_R_d, current_frame_R, output_map_x_R, output_map_y_R,
INTER_LINEAR, BORDER_CONSTANT, Scalar());
// Extract the portion of image that is of interest to us, i.e.the FOV ROI
using the border points previously defined
current_frame_L_ROI = current_frame_L(Rect(Point(FOV_ROI_x0, FOV_ROI_y0),
Point(FOV_ROI_x1, FOV_ROI_y1)));
// Extract the portion of image that is of interest to us, i.e.the FOV ROI
using the border points previously defined
current_frame_R_ROI = current_frame_R(Rect(Point(FOV_ROI_x0, FOV_ROI_y0),
Point(FOV_ROI_x1, FOV_ROI_y1)));
// resize the frames - downscale
resize(current_frame_L_ROI, current_frame_L_ROI, Size(), img_resize_factor,
img_resize_factor, CV_INTER_AREA);
resize(current_frame_R_ROI, current_frame_R_ROI, Size(), img_resize_factor,
img_resize_factor, CV_INTER_AREA);
// Create a vector of Mat for storing the channels of the undistorted image
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vector<Mat> channels(3);
// Split the undistorted image into its channels
split(current_frame_L_ROI, channels);
// Normalize the individual channels by histogram equalization
equalizeHist(channels[0], channels[0]);
equalizeHist(channels[1], channels[1]);
equalizeHist(channels[2], channels[2]);
// Recombine the channels to form an improved image
merge(channels, current_frame_L_ROI);
// Split the undistorted image into its channels
split(current_frame_R_ROI, channels);
// Normalize the individual channels by histogram equalization
equalizeHist(channels[0], channels[0]);
equalizeHist(channels[1], channels[1]);
equalizeHist(channels[2], channels[2]);
// Recombine the channels to form an improved image
merge(channels, current_frame_R_ROI);
// Convert the image from BGR to YCrCb color space
cvtColor(current_frame_L_ROI, current_frame_L_ROI, COLOR_BGR2YCrCb);
cvtColor(current_frame_R_ROI, current_frame_R_ROI, COLOR_BGR2YCrCb);
// Extract the Y and Cr channels
extractChannel(current_frame_L_ROI, img_background_Y_L, 0);
extractChannel(current_frame_L_ROI, img_background_Cr_L, 1);
extractChannel(current_frame_R_ROI, img_background_Y_R, 0);
extractChannel(current_frame_R_ROI, img_background_Cr_R, 1);
if (cnt < 1)
{
//Just store it
accumulator_of_backgrounds_Y_L = Mat::zeros(img_background_Y_L.size(), CV_64F);
accumulator_of_backgrounds_Cr_L = Mat::zeros(img_background_Cr_L.size(), CV_64F);
cv::accumulate(img_background_Y_L, accumulator_of_backgrounds_Y_L);
cv::accumulate(img_background_Cr_L, accumulator_of_backgrounds_Cr_L);
accumulator_of_backgrounds_Y_R = Mat::zeros(img_background_Y_R.size(), CV_64F);
accumulator_of_backgrounds_Cr_R = Mat::zeros(img_background_Cr_R.size(), CV_64F);
cv::accumulate(img_background_Y_R, accumulator_of_backgrounds_Y_R);
cv::accumulate(img_background_Cr_R, accumulator_of_backgrounds_Cr_R);
}
else
{// Otherwise
// Accumulate the frames in another frame
cv::accumulate(img_background_Y_L, accumulator_of_backgrounds_Y_L);
cv::accumulate(img_background_Cr_L, accumulator_of_backgrounds_Cr_L);
cv::accumulate(img_background_Y_R, accumulator_of_backgrounds_Y_R);
cv::accumulate(img_background_Cr_R, accumulator_of_backgrounds_Cr_R);
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}
}
img_background_Y_L = accumulator_of_backgrounds_Y_L / no_of_background_frames;
img_background_Cr_L = accumulator_of_backgrounds_Cr_L /no_of_background_frames;
img_background_Y_R = accumulator_of_backgrounds_Y_R / no_of_background_frames;
img_background_Cr_R = accumulator_of_backgrounds_Cr_R / no_of_background_frames;
cout << "\nSet background completed ..." << endl;
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A4. OpenCV code snippet for frame pre-processing

// Grab the next frame
cam >> current_frame;
// Image from the left camera with distortion present
new_image_L_d = current_frame(Rect(0, 0, (current_frame.cols/2), current_frame.rows));
// Image from the right camera with distortion present
new_image_R_d = current_frame(Rect((current_frame.cols/2), 0,
(current_frame.cols/2), current_frame.rows));
img_width = current_frame.cols/2;
img_height = current_frame.rows;

// If the system is in normal run mode, undistort all images before further processing
remap(new_image_L_d, new_image_L_U, output_map_x_L, output_map_y_L,
INTER_LINEAR , BORDER_TRANSPARENT, 0);
remap(new_image_R_d, new_image_R_U, output_map_x_R, output_map_y_R,
INTER_LINEAR , BORDER_TRANSPARENT, 0);
blur(new_image_L_U, new_image_L_U, Size(kern_size, kern_size), Point(-1, -1));
blur(new_image_R_U, new_image_R_U, Size(kern_size, kern_size), Point(-1, -1));

// Create a vector of Mat for storing the channels of the undistorted image
vector<Mat> channels(3);
// Split the undistorted image into its channels
split(new_image_L_U, channels);
// Normalize the individual channels by histogram equalization
equalizeHist(channels[0], channels[0]);
equalizeHist(channels[1], channels[1]);
equalizeHist(channels[2], channels[2]);
// Recombine the channels to form an improved image
merge(channels, new_image_L_U);
// Split the undistorted image into its channels
split(new_image_R_U, channels);
// Normalize the individual channels by histogram equalization
equalizeHist(channels[0], channels[0]);
equalizeHist(channels[1], channels[1]);
equalizeHist(channels[2], channels[2]);
// Recombine the channels to form an improved image
merge(channels, new_image_R_U);

Mat current_frame_ycrcb_L, current_frame_ycrcb_R;
// Convert the image from BGR to YCrCb color space
cvtColor(img_current_frame_L, current_frame_ycrcb_L, COLOR_BGR2YCrCb);
cvtColor(img_current_frame_R, current_frame_ycrcb_R, COLOR_BGR2YCrCb);
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// Split the image into its constituent intensity channels
split(current_frame_ycrcb_L, ycrcb_channels);
// Extract the Y channel
ycrcb_channels[0].copyTo(img_Y_smth_L);
// Extract the Cr channel
ycrcb_channels[1].copyTo(img_Cr_smth_L);
// Split the image into its constituent intensity channels
split(current_frame_ycrcb_R, ycrcb_channels);
// Extract the Y channel
ycrcb_channels[0].copyTo(img_Y_smth_R);
// Extract the Cr channel
ycrcb_channels[1].copyTo(img_Cr_smth_R);
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Appendix B
Camera Calibration data
Below are the parameters obtained from the process of camera calibration (output map coordinates for
both cameras are excluded).

Camera Matrix:
[5.9512362463969589e+02, 0,

4.4647574311828163e+02,

0,

5.9980112137026856e+02, 1.6045514539663878e+02,

0,

0,

1.0]

Distortion Coefficients:
[-4.7994580208533677e-01, 1.3925161836333695e+00, 6.6788978649538651e-03,
-8.0927183022898204e-03, -2.2642985443576946e+00 ]

Rotation Vectors:
[-2.6711714580112695e+00, 5.0483705906700690e-02, -1.9906881363941725e-01]
[ 1.0069140426156231e+00, 2.6798745429428679e+00, -4.5792784007747450e-01]
[ 1.0890014536356498e+00, 2.6656964015037072e+00, -3.9758220583360798e-01]
[ 2.6090980040400873e-02, 2.8375955922458886e+00, 6.1978460669961433e-01]
[ -3.1161628944467146e-03, 2.8149240263801194e+00, 6.0398475665033002e-01]
[ -2.7722330584003854e+00, 6.3785703029847441e-03, -2.0080950484412369e-01]
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[ -2.1011214591724139e+00, -1.9412711424985294e+00, 4.1248608956703120e-01]
[ 1.7174872490088942e+00, 1.7069275976886005e+00, 8.0602186052713609e-01]
[ 1.0382165893356554e+00, 2.5217223169005409e+00, 5.9442573108179531e-01]
[ 1.0137151710125307e+00, 2.6072853651984187e+00, 6.2549606601336960e-01]
[ 1.1265608182808422e+00, 2.6965376018362863e+00, -3.5930616350164984e-01]
[ -1.3240617066743781e+00, -2.8767532225791976e+00, -1.0755584840614321e+00]
[ 9.2572752857273691e-02, 2.9279800518107026e+00, 5.4627604250818573e-01]
[ -7.5050867617067044e-02, -3.1326924763639532e+00, -8.3583349106522042e-01]
[ -3.1071557165707451e-02, -2.9803328423976905e+00, -7.1829496610618149e-01]
[ 7.4927754832971108e-02, 2.8211421996368524e+00, 6.1882371391181590e-01]
[ 6.9082946626874406e-02, 2.9131838513049066e+00, 5.4876612837907290e-01]
[ 3.4413907895427487e+00, 6.5899881298356403e-02, 3.4759251470413092e-03]
[ 2.6855063679925792e+00, 4.6934927412910353e-02, -1.3242700407129264e-02]
[ 1.8122991247289041e-01, 2.7950572934194104e+00, -8.1860704625023695e-01]

Translation vectors:
[-7.1724294021334432e+00, -2.9710925937368721e-01, 2.6730336329953499e+01]
[-2.9041393207250406e+00, -6.5775719456212967e+00, 2.8462137926542933e+01]
[-2.7759435968190957e+00, -6.0604000292425191e+00, 2.8762361993736942e+01]
[8.6268295950835472e-01, -3.2582575098450288e+00, 3.1158786656302720e+01]
[2.1138058695048709e+00, -2.8931783582941906e+00, 3.0526777778628428e+01]
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[-6.5219300364718542e+00, 2.4079119349108935e+00, 3.4819389251331600e+01]
[6.6583839682426726e-01, -2.7628436174011783e+00, 2.9057839983223651e+01]
[-1.0347857541209653e+01, -4.1334572682786863e+00, 2.2443802047822484e+01]
[-3.9526696556251477e+00, -3.3977453644262150e+00, 2.4813143651632618e+01]
[ -1.8796872598340306e+00, -4.1306512241440334e+00, 2.3452769264559638e+01]
[-3.3596546410197701e+00, -4.4732660660390282e+00, 2.8326606502978787e+01]
[-2.4209743375014017e+00, -4.1291317666945284e+00, 2.0342486328462822e+01]
[8.9933396085920925e-01, -3.4370371292634641e+00, 2.1370725971037501e+01]
[2.3558409165326197e+00, -4.9828889225240003e+00, 2.3168836891132862e+01]
[ 6.2648848674205180e+00, -4.7496699037535288e+00, 2.4186194761677264e+01]
[-3.7226418260238554e+00, -6.1530428280709595e+00, 2.6561200635765584e+01]
[-1.7696461871140685e+00, -3.0028599042910882e+00, 2.9763196348269975e+01]
[-5.0941254379837737e+00, 4.4442426277607288e+00, 3.1505989177001766e+01]
[-2.7608919171715045e+00, 6.1755965567428976e+00, 3.1681527874457746e+01]
[-1.0014660424576938e+00, 5.5222122762522385e-01, 2.7808268231736374e+01]

Camera Matrix (Left Camera):
[ 1.,

0.,

0.,

0.,

1.,

0.,

0.,

0.,

1.]
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Distortion Coefficients (Left Camera):
[ 0.,

0.,

0.,

0.,

0.]

Camera Matrix (Right Camera)
[ 1.,

0.,

0.,

0.,

1.,

0.,

0.,

0.,

1.]

Distortion Coefficients (Right Camera):
[ 0.,

0.,

0.,

0.,

0.]

Rotation Between Cameras:
[ 9.9999963383847512e-01, -8.5194594891131585e-04, -8.0690865358009793e-05,
8.5194560861507251e-04,

9.9999963708523620e-01,

-4.2515615874651284e-06,

8.0694458174774647e-05,

4.1828158023057208e-06,

9.9999999673545426e-01]

Translation Between Cameras:
[ -5.1225388296033820e+00, 5.0889255382284816e-02, -1.8668633808135860e-03 ]

Rectification Transform (Left Camera):
[ 9.9994179141366724e-01, -1.0785789458918182e-02, 2.8377838873008804e-04,
1.0785790136159920e-02,

9.9994183167342565e-01,
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-2.8375264709993187e-04, 3.9169171906163753e-06,

9.9999995973454570e-01]

Rectification Transform (Right Camera):
[ 9.9995059128476660e-01, -9.9338907331358809e-03, 3.6442303388766666e-04,
9.9338898633685637e-03,

9.9995065768995306e-01,

4.1967331057388941e-06,

-3.6444674230144865e-04, -5.7638746823866187e-07, 9.9999993358911776e-01]

Projection Matrix (Left Camera):
[ 1.,

0.,

-9.1675464563191781e+01,

0.,

0.,

1.,

-3.0607043564654642e+01,

0.,

0.,

0.,

1.,

0.]

Projection Matrix (Right Camera):
[ 1.,

0.,

-9.1675464563191781e+01, -5.1227919401715534e+00,

0.,

1.,

-3.0607043564654642e+01, 0.,

0.,

0.,

1.,

0. ]

Disparity To Depth Mapping Matrix:
[ 1.,

0.,

0.,

9.1675464563191781e+01,

0.,

1.,

0.,

3.0607043564654642e+01,

0.,

0.,

0.,

1.,
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0.,

1.9520605397971946e-01,
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Appendix C
Kalman filter implementation
X(t) = Xo + V*t

(equation of motion for calculating the position along the x axis)

Y(t) = Yo + V*t - 0.5*g*t2

(equation of motion for calculating the position along the x axis)

Z(t) = Zo + V*t

(equation of motion for calculating the position along the z axis)

For the velocities:
Vx = V (initial velocity that impacted motion to the object if interest resolved along the x axis)
Vy = V - gt (initial velocity that impacted motion to the object if interest resolved along the y axis and
opposition to flight introduced by gravity)
Vz = V (initial velocity that impacted motion to the object if interest resolved along the z axis)
X(t) represents position along the X axis at time t.
Xo represents initial position on the X-axis
Y(t) represents position along the Y axis at time t.
Yo represents initial position on the Y-axis
Z(t) represents position along the Z axis at time t.
Zo represents initial position on the Z-axis
g represents acceleration due to gravity
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Values chosen for the covariance matrices are shown below:
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